
Work

1. Adjective

2. Adjective

3. Noun

4. Adjective

5. Verb - Present Tense

6. Verb - Past Participle

7. Noun

8. Verb - Past Tense

9. Noun

10. Adverb

11. Adjective

12. Noun

13. Adverb

14. Verb - Present Tense

15. Verb - Past Tense

16. Noun

17. Noun

18. Adverb

19. Noun

20. Adverb

21. Verb - Past Participle

22. Adjective

23. Noun
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24. Noun

25. Adjective



Work

On a Adjective and Adjective Monday, Colin watched the clock on his computer with

Noun as the time neared 10:00. With every passing moment, another Adjective bead of sweat

appeared on his forehead. This was the moment they'd all been waiting for. All the training, all the meeting, this

is what it was about. Was it enough? Was everyone prepared? Or will it all come Verb - Present Tense down

around them? Chantae's voice Verb - Past Participle him out of his Noun , and he noticeably

Verb - Past Tense . "Sorry, what was that?" he asked. "I said, have you seen Crystal?" Chantae replied. "Last

I saw her she was in her office, rocking back and forth and muttering to herself at her Noun . This

Supernova thing has got everyone on edge." Colin said Adverb . Chantae thought he seemed

Adjective . She didn't have Noun for that right now. "Hey what time you got?" he asked after a

moment. Chantae was already Adverb Verb - Present Tense toward Crystal's office, but managed to

shout "9:57!" in Colin's direction before getting out of earshot. At her reply, Colin visibly Verb - Past Tense .

'This has got to go off without a hitch. If it doesn't there'll be two Supernovae happening today. And one of them

will leave an Orange asterisk-y Noun everywhere.' Crystal thought to herself. "Hey lady, you ready?" 

came Chantae's voice from the doorway. "Ready as I'll ever be. Is it time?" "Sure is. Don't worry about it, you've

got this!" Crystal nodded, folded up her Noun , and Adverb walked out to the floor.

What she saw when she arrived at the inbound side, was not what she expected. Everything was running

smoothly,



everyone was working together. Every Noun that came through Slack or on the floor was

Adverb answered. Every tough topic that got Verb - Past Participle through the Supernova channel

was quickly attacked by a Dropboxer. They were like knights in Adjective blue and white armor! Even

Colin, who moments ago looked like a lost Noun in a room full of Noun cats, was walking

around smiling and helping with a new-found courage. 'This is why I love this team! With our fantastic

leadership and these Adjective people, we can handle anything!' Crystal thought to herself out loud.
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